Companies purchase Company Owned Life Insurance (COLI) as a tax-managed financing strategy, to offset the costs
associated with executive benefit programs such as Nonqualified Deferred Compensation Plans (NQDC) and
Supplemental Executive Retirement Plans (SERP). NQDC’s and SERP’s that are used as mechanisms to attract, retain,
and reward top-level talent, create a growing liability on a company’s balance sheet. Employers use COLI to hedge
those future benefit obligations and to recoup the cost of maintaining these valuable executive benefit programs.
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To hedge the future obligation, the company matches the liability with an asset. Desirable asset traits include liquidity,
flexibility, and matched longevity. The most prevalent financing strategies include COLI (tax-managed) and taxable
funds. While both taxable funds and COLI can be an effective hedge to the liability, the incremental benefits produced by
COLI, not available in taxable funds, could produce meaningful financial gains to the plan sponsor.
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As the liability of the plan grows, ideally the hedging
asset grows with it, allowing the plan sponsor to meet
benefit payments as they come due. Plan sponsors
who utilize COLI have the added benefit of life
insurance proceeds, not available in taxable funds,
that provide the opportunity for:
• Benefit payments fulfillment
• Key-person life insurance
• Split-Dollar agreements
• Plan cost recovery

Time

By utilizing COLI, the plan sponsor benefits from
cost efficient growth and insurance proceeds.
Assuming the same gross rate of return, these
added COLI benefits can create over 200 bps of
incremental return on investment.
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COLI expenses include the cost of insuring your
participants. Taxable fund expenses include taxes
incurred from plan and investment manager activity.
Over time, the tax-deferred nature of COLI can make it
a more cost efficient option.
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Utilizing COLI as a financing vehicle allows the owner to offset plan liabilities and also:
•
•
•

Utilize the tax-preferential features of COLI for the opportunity to minimize long-term costs
Provide a mechanism to recover plan cost over time on a more efficient basis
Provide the added protection of key person life insurance

At NFP Corp., our solutions and expertise are matched only by our personal commitment to each client’s goals. We’re a
leading insurance broker and consultant that provides employee benefits, property & casualty, retirement, and individual
private client solutions through our licensed subsidiaries and affiliates.
NFP has more than 3,800 employees and global capabilities. Our expansive reach gives us access to highly rated
insurers, vendors and financial institutions in the industry, while our locally based employees tailor each solution to meet
our clients’ needs. We’ve become one of the largest insurance brokerage, consulting and wealth management firms by
building enduring relationships with our clients and helping them realize their goals.
For more information visit, NFP.com.

Casey Rouse
(952) 297-1780
casey@rousesolutions.com
Model Assumptions: 7% Gross rate of return; .46% IMF; 40% corporate tax rate; seven level annual premiums; Age 45 insured; Guaranteed issue underwriting; Corporate VUL; All base insurance; Revenue
share in COLI is 25 bps; Taxes deducted from mutual fund account;

Any information regarding insurance coverage contained herein is intended only to provide you with a brief overview, not a comprehensive list of policy exclusions, limitations and conditions. The insurance
policy issued will contain the specific terms, conditions, and exclusions of the coverage. Please read the entire policy carefully, including all endorsements. NFP and its subsidiaries or affiliates are not
responsible for decisions or actions of any insurance company or intermediary, including those related to rating or pricing practices, coverage interpretations, post-policy audits, claims handling, or otherwise.
Information provided herein is for general informational purposes. NFP and its subsidiaries do not provide legal or tax advice and we recommend that our clients consult an attorney or tax professional. We
believe the information is accurate, however, we make no warranty or guarantee regarding the accuracy or reliability of the content.
This material was created by NFP Corp. (NFP), its subsidiaries, affiliates or membership organizations for distribution by registered representatives, investment advisor representatives, agents or members.
Insurance services provided through NFP Executive Benefits, LLC. (NFP EB), a subsidiary of NFP Corp. (NFP). Doing business in California as NFP Executive Benefits & Insurance Agency, LLC (License
#OH86767). Securities may be offered through Kestra Investment Services, LLC (Kestra IS), member FINRA/SIPC. Investment advisory services may be offered through Kestra Advisory Services, LLC (Kestra
AS), an affiliate of Kestra IS. Kestra IS and Kestra AS are not affiliated with NFP or NFP EB.
The information contained herein is proprietary information of NFP Executive Benefits and possession of this information is not deemed a waiver of our rights. In addition, this document has been created for
your exclusive use, and distribution of this information to a non-affiliated party is strictly prohibited.
Past performance cannot predict future results. For Institutional Use Only and not for use with the general public. Any insurance products or mutual funds shown in this report are representative of the market
and are based on a hypothetical yield which is not guaranteed. The examples provided are hypothetical, for demonstration purposes only, and not intended to represent any security actually available for sale.
Mutual Fund and Variable Universal Life Insurance investments are subject to investment risk, including possible loss of principal amount invested, and will fluctuate in value. You may receive more or less
than you paid when you redeem your shares. In addition, since mutual funds and Variable Life subaccounts may invest internationally, they may be subject to additional risks such as currency fluctuations,
differing financial accounting standards by country, and possible political and economic risks. Mutual Funds and Variable Life Insurance Policies are sold by prospectus only. The Investor should consider the
investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses of the investments carefully before investing. The prospectus contains this and other information. Please read this carefully before investing. In the event you
need an updated copy, please contact us directly. This material is neither an offer to sell nor the solicitation of an offer to buy any security, which can be made only by the prospectus which has been filed or
registered with appropriate state and federal regulatory agencies, and sold only by broker dealers authorized to do so. No regulatory agency has passed on or endorsed the merits of this offering. Any
representation to the contrary is unlawful.
A plan should not be adopted without reviewing insurance company produced ledgers, especially assumptions and disclaimers. Taxes may apply if the policy is surrendered prior to death. NFPEB may
receive commissions from a life insurance carrier for placement of product, and may receive (or pay) a referral fee to third parties. From time to time, NFPEB may also receive indirect compensation in the form
of participation in educational seminars, trips, or other insurance-company sponsored activities.
Federal and state tax laws are complex and constantly changing. Taxpayers should always consult their own legal or tax advisor for information concerning their individual situation. Any Federal tax advice
discussion contained herein is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used by you or any other person, for the purpose of avoiding any penalties that may be imposed by the Internal Revenue Code.

Guarantees, ratings, and benefits provided by life insurance products are subject to the claims-paying ability of the issuing insurance company.
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